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"Art Without Cultural Borders: Reflections
on Qin Feng's Art"
Written by Curtis L. Carter

Qin Feng's art is filled with substance and is not
just about success in the art market, though he
seems to do well there too. What is the basis for the
substantial elements in the art? One certain element
is strong determination manifesting a spirit in his life
that enables transformation of good aspirations into
positive manifestations. Like the metamorphosis in
Chinese mythological fables of Kun (small fish) into
the Peng (great bird) who chooses to fly high and
cover far distances, Qin Feng has chosen change
and adventure in search of better conditions b As a
creative person, Qin Feng assumes the life style of
an artist who actualizes freedom along a constructive
path of self-emancipation. Often his art is filled with
bold, sometimes enigmatic images that leap like
dancing figures from panel to panel. He is not content
to realize freedom for himself alone. Rather he seeks
for others including fellow artists the liberating power
that comes from transcending the limits of particular
cultures and institutions. This interest has led him to
reflect on the linguistic script of ancient civilizations in
Mayan, Chinese, Polynesian, and Egyptian cultures
with a view to inventing a new language as suggested
in his Civilization Landscapes. c This same inquiring
spirit has led him to explore not only Chinese culture
but also to live in Europe and America. Qin Feng's
paintings show him to be an artist deeply concerned
with using art to expand intercultural dialogue.
With respect to art, Qin Feng pays homage to the
highest achievements of traditional masters in China'
s art history and also welcomes the inventions the
Twentieth Century masters. Among the Chinese
masters, Qin Feng particularly honors Bada Shanren (1626-1705), a Chinese calligrapher/painter also
known as Chu Ta (Zhu Da, working during the time
of the Dutch Baroque master JohannesVermeer
(1632-1675). Like Vermeer's paintings, Bada Shanren's works exemplify. exceptional aesthetic sensibility
and technical excellence. A loyalist of the fallen Ming
dynasty, who renounced his royal status to work as an
artist, Bada Shanren is said to have used his paintings as a means of social protest. When viewed in
their social context, his paintings portray "bold and
enigmatic images ... of seemingly innocuous subjects"

such as a garden pond framed by two ornamental
rocks and tiny fishes arranged in an unsettling manner
as in the painting, "Fish and Rocks." (Collection of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.).d
At home since the 1990s with Western modern and
contemporary art, Qin Feng seems most attracted
to the post war Abstract Expressionist stage in the
evolving styles of Western art. However his work assumes elements of later conceptual art that would not
be characteristic of the work of the classical Abstract
Expressionists. His approach to abstraction is closer
in spirit to the Americans Franz Kline, Robert Motherwell, and perhaps Wilhelm Dekooning, whom he is
said to have admired.. Perhaps he has less in common with Jackson Pollock who is working from a different aesthetic driven more by his own inner turmoil
that by external cultural considerations. When
Qin Feng is viewed in the context of the Abstract Expressionists, we are reminded that both are indebted
to the influences of Chinese ink paintings. Hence, it
is not a surprise that Qin Feng would find common
ground with these artists However, there are important
differences. Qin Feng's use of bold colors in recent
works, for example, the series, "Civilization Landscape," 2003-2007 introduces vibrant reds, yellows,
and pinks that test the boundaries of his predecessors
among the Abstract Expressionists. In other recent
works the muted natural tones of the painting surfaces are populated with marks borrowed from archaic
language systems, or perhaps represent his own attempts toward inventing a private language.
Like the work of other prominent contemporary Chinese artists, Gu Wende, Wang Tiande, and Xu Bing,
whose work extends into western culture, Qin Feng's
art is also grounded in part in the tradition of Chinese
calligraphy. All of these artists" come at calligraphy
from a variety of angles "obscuring it, further abstracting it, applying it to non-Chinese languages, to
fictional languages" making it emulate the language of
music." But as the New York Times critic Holland Cotter asks, in a review of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
exhibition, "Brush and Ink: the Chinese Art of Writing,"
which included work by Qin Feng, "In doing so, are
they honoring or undermining a tradition? Expanding it

or emptying it? Such questions evoke paSSionate debates among traditionalists who value the forms of the
great master calligrapher and non-traditionalists who
see the tradition best honored by giving it a new life in
the context of contemporary culture.
Where then does Qin Feng's art fit into in the wider
field of contemporary artistic developments? The
answer is not so simple as it might at first appear.
The discussion here refers mainly to his two dimensional paintings. However, his work extends to include painted porcelain vessels and to experimental
performance such as "Zero space Ink Performance,"
presented at the Asia Society galleries in New York,
2003. In this work, a live nude female body serves
as the artist's canvas as he uses black ink and brush
to paint. The absence of didactic or other narrative
themes depicting industrial factories with dedicated
workers or scenes of rural village life, or children with
Chairman Mao, distinguishes his art from Socialist Realist art in China of the mid-twentieth century.
Similarly, his work does not entertain the excesses of
some of the early 1980s Chinese Pop artists who, too
literally assimilated images of western popular culture
and Pop art style. Unlike these narrative and fantasy
based attempts at modern Chinese art, his painting
are concerned with philosophical foundations and
artistic means arising from within traditional Chinese
painting as exemplified in the work of Bada Shanren
and others. The influence of tradition thus has a role
in Qin Feng's art, as it typically does to some degree
in all artists and their audiences, except possibly for
radical avant-garde moments. Yet he understands that
philosophy and the practice of art, too, must evolve in
concert with industrial, technological and other cultural
changes of modern and contemporary society. Indeed
it is fair to say that Qin Feng seeks to develop an authentic voice as a contemporary Chinese artist in the
midst of such changes. Qin Feng, like Wassily Kandinsky at the beginning of the twentieth century, "has
eyes for the abstract in art." But this does not mean
for either artist a reduction of art to formalism. Both
would agree that it is the spirit that rules over form in
the creation of art.e In this respect he prefers abstract,
Zen inspired work over narrative or representational

forms. His voice, however, does not merely echo the
call to quiet poetic moods of contemplation evoked by
some traditional Chinese calligraphy or landscapes.
Rather, Qin Feng's art often expresses excitement
and visual stimulation in tempo with the currents of
contemporary society and intended to motivate people
to experience and actualize utopian dreams.
Qin Feng, like other artists of his generation, must
struggle with the question of how their work relates
to tradition, as they experiment with and modify Chinese art and culture of the past. The central problem
Chinese contemporary artists face is how to build
upon their Chinese cultural heritage and also connect
to new developments of contemporary life in China
and throughout the world. In some form, the question of how to remain connected to their Chinese roots
and also create art that is appreciated in a changing
world where East and West are drawn ever closer, is
on the mind of every serious contemporary Chinese
artist. Addressing these changes is not a question of
Chinese art versus western art. Rather, the practice
of art in a global context has become a matter of enabling individual artists to create, using the ideas and
visual forms irrespective of their particular cultural
origin. This means that the artist has available an
evolving universal vocabulary of artistic means contributed over time from the practices of artists working
in many cultures throughout the world. Creating art
today requires considering exactly such a universal
visual language. The outcome does not lie in creating a new "International Style" reminiscent of the Euro
centered International Style grounded in formalism
and proposed as the norm for western architecture of
the modernist era. Rather, the situation invites artists
to continue to develop new ideas for art incorporating
their cultural histories and that of others. Qin Feng understands very well the challenge. His own vision involves transcending the limits of stylistic and national
boundaries in search of a new cultural synthesis.
In general, it is the main task of an artist to create
signs and symbols to interpret past and present,
sometimes portending the future. As signs, the ink
drawings and paintings of Qin Feng point us to the
existence of the past of Chinese art and culture. In
this respect, the flowing gestural marks in his works
provide a link to the calligraphic traditions of the
Chinese master painters and to the layers of culture
imbedded in the art As symbols, his paintings and
drawings help us to imagine a future for new art based

on the expanded multi-cultural vocabulary possible by
multiple sources, past and contemporary, drawn from
across the world.. The symbols generated in the
paintings of Qin Feng and other artists of his generation point to the future ..
And yet, the effort to create a bridge through art between Chinese heritage and the culture of the contemporary worlds of East and West, as represented
in Qin Feng's art, cannot be undertaken without risk.
There are some (the Daoist Zhauangzi, c. 369-286
B.C., for example, who maintain a skeptical attitude
toward the role of human knowledge and civilization.
Qin Feng himself is not a stranger to the harsh realities of the social environment encountered during his
childhood in Xinjiang. Even the forces of nature depicted so beautifully in a painting can be merciless in
their sometimes unequal dispersing of beauty and suffering. Both the successful flight of the Peng bird and
the fate of mankind ultimately depend on the cooperation of wind and water. Qin FAng refers metaphorically
to the interplay of both natural and cultural forces in
his 2004 series of paintings "West Wind, East Win."
And West Wind, East Water,"
The challenge of the artist today in a fragile world of
globally linked natural and societal environments i8
to expand and deepen our understanding of the realities, both internal and external, natural and social, that
shape life for human beings. Despite the progress of
science in increasing human control over the natural
and behavioral environments, human beings continue
to be challenged in the face of dysfunctional personal
relations, the clashes of culture leading to war and
other forms of social violence, and natural disasters
resulting In human suffering. What can artists contribute toward alleviating these conditions? Perhaps, with
their special visual sensitivities and conceptual articulateness, artists are able to perceive and communicate
aspects of these realities that have escaped notice, or
were deemed unimportant until brought to attention in
a striking visual image, a poem, a song, or a moment
in the theater.. From their perceptions artists create
signs and symbols that allow us to organize and to
conceptualize such experiences. Perhaps the evolution of art freed of national boundaries and informed
by diverse cultures will better serve to communicate
values that all persons irrespective of their particular
culture can share.
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